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Abstract Interval cancers (ICs), defined as cancers
detected between regular screening mammograms, have
been shown to be of higher grade, larger size, and associated with lower survival, compared with screen-detected
cancers (SDCs) and comprise 17% of cancers from population-based screening programs. We sought to determine
the frequency of ICs in a study of locally advanced breast
cancers, the I-SPY 1 TRIAL. Screening was defined as
having a mammogram with 2 years, and the proportion of
ICs at 1 and 2 years was calculated for screened patients.
Differences in clinical characteristics for ICs versus SDCs

and screened versus non-screened cancers were assessed.
For the 219 evaluable women, mean tumor size was
6.8 cm. Overall, 80% of women were over 40 and eligible
for screening; however, only 31% were getting screened.
Among women screened, 85% were ICs, with 68% diagnosed within 1 year of a previously normal mammogram.
ICs were of higher grade (49% vs. 10%) than SDCs.
Among non-screened women, 28% (43/152) were younger
than the recommended screening age of 40. Of the entire
cohort, 12% of cancers were mammographically occult
(MO); the frequency of MO cancers did not differ between
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screened (11%) and non-screened (15%). ICs were common in the I-SPY 1 TRIAL suggesting the potential need
for new approaches beyond traditional screening to reduce
mortality in women who present with larger palpable
cancers.
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Introduction
Early Cancer

Screening was designed to identify cancers at an early
stage, with the goal of reducing mortality from breast
cancer. Following twenty years of screening for breast
cancer, we have seen a significant increase in the detection
of early cancers. However, screening does not appear to
have resulted in a concomitant reduction in regional or
more locally advanced disease, suggesting that more
aggressive disease may not be as amenable to early
detection by conventional screening modalities [1]. Tumors
presenting with a larger size or advanced stage may possibly have a different biology and be very difficult to detect
‘‘early’’ because of faster growth rates and properties that
enable early dissemination.
Breast cancer is heterogeneous and is comprised of
several tumor types with different growth and dissemination trajectories. Figure 1 illustrates tumor growth rates
relative to screening intervals. Tumor A represents an
indolent tumor that may never come to clinical attention,
and may be unnecessarily treated. Tumor B will benefit
most from periodic screening, as earlier detection will
identify tumors prior to spread and enable a higher rate of
cure [2, 3]. Tumor C has a rapid growth curve and will
most likely present as a clinical mass prior to detection by
routine screening.
Interval cancers (ICs) are masses that present clinically
during the interval between routine screening mammograms. Over the past three decades, screening programs
have continued to face the problem of ICs [4–7], which are
neither missed nor mammographically occult tumors. In
the large screening trials in Sweden, when the screening
interval was defined as 24 months [4–6], the rate of ICs is
approximately 17%. IC rates vary by age and may be as
high as 43% [8, 9] in younger age groups. The bulk of the
data support the conclusion that ICs, compared with their
screen-detected counterparts, are rapidly growing (higher
grade and larger size), more aggressive (higher frequency
of nodal metastases), and more frequently present in
younger women [8, 10–12]. It is likely that ICs represent
type C tumors in Fig. 1.
The tumor biology of ICs may be a reflection of the
rapid doubling time, arising from high cellular proliferation
rates and a dysregulated cell cycle, thus growing to a
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Fig. 1 Tumor growth rates and periodic screening. Growth rates for
three tumor types are illustrated in years. Shown is the progression of
cancer, beginning as an early cancer (microscopic disease), as a
localized tumor that is mostly likely to be cured, as regional disease
that is less likely curable, and as distant, metastatic disease resulting
in death. Tumor type A is a slow-growing cancer that may never be
detected in a patient’s lifetime. Type B tumors are detectable by
screening and will be cured by early detection. Type C tumors grow
very rapidly, becoming clinically apparent during the interval
between annual screening mammography. Type C tumors do not
benefit from current screening approaches

detectable size at shorter intervals, and may be missed by
screening mammography [13, 14]. Additionally, differences in outcome may be related to a differential distribution of breast cancer subtypes, although scant data exist
[15–17].
The I-SPY 1 TRIAL (CALGB 150007/150012, ACRIN
6657) (Investigation of Serial Studies to Predict Your
Therapeutic Response with Imaging And moLecular analysis) was a multicenter study for women with locally
advanced breast cancer of 3 cm or larger and without
evidence of metastatic disease, to characterize tumor
biology and response to neoadjuvant therapy by serial MRI
and biomarkers. I-SPY 1 provides an opportunity to evaluate the frequency of ICs and their associated biology and
explore differences between interval and screen-detected
cancers (SDCs) in a population of higher-risk tumors.
I-SPY 1 was a collaborative effort between the American
College of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN), the
Cancer and Leukemia Group B (CALGB), and Specialized
Program of Research Excellence (SPORE). A total of 237
women were accrued from nine institutions between May
2002 and March 2006 (Table 1) [18].
The purpose of the current study was to determine the
frequency of ICs in a population of women with stage 2
and 3 breast cancers and to identify patient and tumor
characteristics of ICs. We compared patient age and ethnicity, tumor size, tumor stage and grade, immunohistochemical biomarkers, and molecular subtypes.
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screening mammograms was collected from the radiology
report.

Table 1 I-SPY 1 TRIAL institutions
Institution
Georgetown University
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

%

N
4
17

2
8

University of Alabama

47

21

University of California, San Francisco

66

30

University of Chicago

2

1

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

30

14

University of Pennsylvania

36

16

University of Texas, Southwestern

13

5

University of Washington
Total

6

3

221

100

Methods and patient accrual
Demographic and pathologic variables were prospectively
collected and analyzed from the population of women
enrolled in the I-SPY 1 TRIAL. The distribution of patients
from the nine centers is shown in Table 1. Of the 237
patients enrolled in I-SPY 1, 221 completed the study. Data
from the trial were centrally assembled using caIntegrator,
a framework developed by the NCI to integrate biomedical
data on a common platform [19]. Data obtained included
patient age, race, menopausal status, tumor grade, tumor
size, American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) stage,
number of lymph nodes, and receptor status. Consent
obtained for the original study allowed comprehensive use
of data for subsequent studies, as well as the collection of
additional data that could be put into caINTEGRATOR.

Patient categorization by screening history
Two of 221 patients presented with breast masses and
associated clinical symptoms that were indeterminate following extensive workups and were excluded from the
study. The remaining 219 evaluable patients were categorized into two groups: screened (patients with a normal
screening mammogram within the previous two years) or
non-screened (patients with no prior history of imaging and
patients with a previous screening mammogram obtained
greater than two years prior to diagnosis). All screened
patients were age 40 years and older. For comparability,
the non-screened patients were divided by age into\40 and
C40 years old.
The screened group was further segregated into ICs and
SDCs. A cancer is classified as IC if a patient presents with
clinical symptoms of a cancer within 24 months of a prior
normal screening mammogram or a diagnostic mammogram was ordered for evaluation of a mass within
24 months of a prior normal screening mammogram. A
cancer is defined as SDC if it was first identified on a
routine screening mammogram.
ICs were further subdivided into either ‘‘early’’ or
‘‘late,’’ based on the length of time between date of tumor
detection and last normal screening mammogram, with
early ICs detected \1 year and late ICs detected within
1–2 years of a normal screening mammogram.

Data collection on screening history

Mammographic assessment

Screening history was retrospectively obtained. A standardized data collection form was distributed to all sites
and used to collect data including the date the mass was
detected, the method of detection (physical examination,
clinical examination, or screening mammogram), and dates
of all prior screening mammograms. Initial consult dictations from the breast surgeon, oncologist, and radiologist
reports were included in the primary data source to ensure
capture of outside imaging studies, as many women in this
study were referred from outside institutions and screening
facilities.
Tumors discovered either by self-examination or clinical
examination were reported by patients as having been
detected either on a specific day (e.g. May 31, 2002) or
during a generalized period (e.g., ‘‘sometime in the past
few weeks’’). If reported as ‘‘sometime in the past few
weeks,’’ the date of detection was extrapolated from the
date of the clinician’s dictation and recorded as month and
year. The date of detection for tumors identified on

Breast imaging categories were based on Breast Imaging
Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) guidelines: 0 further imaging required, 1 negative mammogram, 2 benign
findings, 3 likely benign (\2% chance of malignancy)
6-month follow-up recommended, 4 suspicious abnormality (2–95% chance of malignancy) biopsy recommended, 5
highly suggestive of malignancy ([95% chance), and 6
known biopsy-proven malignancy. Mammographic
screening histories were obtained from local radiology
reports, which routinely include notation of the dates of
prior imaging studies; if available, we used these notations
for comparison. If radiology reports were unavailable,
physician dictations or clinic notes were used. Designation
of ‘‘screening mammogram’’ versus ‘‘diagnostic mammogram’’ (e.g., workup of an abnormal finding such as clinical
mass) was noted.
Cancers were designated as mammographically occult if
a patient presented with a palpable breast mass but it was
not visible on mammography.
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Immunohistochemical studies and molecular subtypes
Tumor markers were performed both locally (ER, PR,
HER2) and centrally as described previously [18]. Of the
central immunohistochemical (IHC) assays performed at
UNC, Ki67 and bcl 2 were used in the present analysis. Bcl
2, erbB-2, and EGFR were classified as either positive or
negative by IHC staining [18]. Percentage of cells staining
for Ki67 were clustered into low (\10%), intermediate
(10–25%), and high ([25%). p53 mutations were assessed
by gene chip analysis [18].
Expression arrays were available for 149 of the 221
patients as previously described [18].
Expected rates
We derived the expected number of ICs by using the frequency of ICs described in the Norrbotten cohort, in which
the frequency of ICs was reported by age in a screening
population. We used the fraction of women in the same age
groups from I-SPY and the frequency of ICs from Norrbotten to generate the expected IC rates.
Statistical analysis
Clinical and demographic characteristics between patient
categories as defined by screening history were compared,
and significance was assessed as listed in the ‘‘statistical
test’’ column of Tables 2 and 3. All statistical calculations
were analyzed using Stata version 11. All P values were
from two-sided tests.

Results
Screened versus non-screened patients
Of the 219 evaluable patients, 31% were classified as
screened, of which 85% were ICs (Fig. 2). The fraction of
non-screened patients was high. Of the non-screened
group, 28% (43/152) of women were under the age of 40
and therefore would not have been recommended to
undergo screening, whereas, 72% were older than 40 and
eligible for screening. From record review, we could document that 8% of patients 40 years or older had a screening
mammogram within 3 years, and 13% had a screening
mammogram [3 years prior. The proportion of nonscreened women over the age of 40 as compared to the total
study population was high across the majority of sites,
ranging from 53 to 92%.
The screened group appears to be similar to the agecomparable non-screened group (C40 years old). Except
for race, no statistical differences were found. There were
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IC= Interval Cancer
SDC=Screen-detected Cancer
Fig. 2 Distribution of I-SPY 1 patients. The I-SPY 1 cohort consisted
of 221 patients. Two patients were excluded. Screened patients had
documented screening mammograms within 2 years. Non-screened
patients were either younger than 40 years old or were without a
screening mammogram within the last 2 years. IC interval cancer,
SDC screen-detected cancer

13% nonwhite in the screened group versus 29% in the
non-screened group (P = 0.015). Mean tumor size of the
screened group compared with the non-screened group was
6.2 cm versus 7.5 cm (P = 0.32) (Table 2).
Characteristics of ICs versus SDCs
Table 3 shows the demographic and pathologic tumor
characteristics for the 67 patients who underwent screening, classified as ICs (57) or SDCs (10). Although the
number of SDCs is small, some differences emerged. ICs
and SDCs differed in terms of estrogen receptor status
(44% of ICs were estrogen receptor negative vs. 0% of
SDC) and grade, with ICs of higher grade compared with
SDCs (49% vs. 10% grade III, P = 0.04) (Fig. 2). ICs and
SDCs did not differ in terms of tumor size, frequency of
axillary lymphadenopathy, or percentage of Ki67 staining
cells (Table 3). ICs were also not associated with differences in p53, HER2, bcl 2, or EGFR (Data not shown).
Subtypes of ICs compared with SDCs are also reported in
Table 3. There were no basal types among the SDCs,
whereas 36% of ICs were basal type. The screened cases
were primarily luminal A (33%) and luminal B (67%).
Occult cancers
We identified 26 cases of mammographically occult cancers among the 219 patients, and these cases were equally
distributed over the interval and screened groups (11% vs.
13%). The frequency of ICs ranged from 11 to 16% and
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Table 2 Characteristics of screened versus non-screened patients
Characteristic

Screened
(n = 67)

Nonscreened
(C40 years)
N = 109

Nonscreened
(\40 years)
N = 43

P value screened
versus nonscreened
(C40 years)

P value
nonscreened
(\40 vs.
C40)

Statistical test

0.30

NA

t test

0.52

\0.001

Chi-square test

0.73

0.17

Chi-square test: Grade 3 vs.
1&2

Mean age (years)

52.1

50.9

35.6

Age range (years)

40.6–68.8

40.8–68.3

26.7–39.7

Pre-menopause

41%

43%

72%

Post-menopause

47%

40%

5%

Indeterminate

12%

18%

23%

I

8%

10%

5%

II

49%

44%

37%

III

43%

46%

58%

Menopausal status

Tumor grade (3)

Mean tumor size (clinical, cm)

6.0

6.6

6.3

0.32

0.36

Rank-sum test

Mean number positive lymph
nodes

3.0

2.0

2.1

0.11

0.54

Rank-sum test

ER positive (%)

62%

54%

55%

0.28

0.91

Chi-square test

Stage I

1%

1%

2%

Stage IIA

27%

13%

28%

Stage IIB
Stage IIIA

24%
36%

33%
32%

16%
44%

0.047

0.052

Regress stage on type

Stage IIIB

4%

6%

5%

Stage IIIC

3%

3%

2%

Inflammatory

4%

12%

2%

Race nonwhite (%)

13%

29%

33%

0.015

0.70

Chi-square test

Mammogram occult (%)

9%

12%

16%

0.54

0.48

Chi-square test

Clinical stage

does not appear to be higher with younger age as shown in
the non-screened cohort (Fig. 2).
ICs: early versus late
Of the 57 ICs, 68% were early ICs (detected \ 1 year) and
32% were late ICs (detected within 1–2 years of a normal
screening mammogram).
Expected rates of ICs in the I-SPY 1 cohort
The I-SPY TRIAL population is young, with 55% under
the age of 50. Using the expected frequency of ICs as
reported by the Norrbotten screening program in Sweden
[9] and adjusting for age, we would expect a 32.5% interval
cancer rate in the I-SPY TRIAL; however, the observed
rate is much higher than expected, (57 cases observed vs.
21.7 cases expected, P \ 0.001) (Table 4).

Discussion
It is often thought that the principle cause for large tumors
on initial presentation is neglect, either by the patient or by
the physician, who fails to recognize the presence of cancer. However, our findings that 85% of the women
undergoing screening in I-SPY 1 had ICs suggest a
potential alternative hypothesis that the majority of these
large tumors have high proliferation rates and rapidly
become clinically evident. The tumors in the I-SPY 1
TRIAL appear to have biologically high-risk characteristics: the median tumor size was 6 cm, a large fraction was
hormone receptor negative (45%), and many women were
young (median age = 49 years). Of the patients profiled by
gene expression microarray, 91% had a poor prognosis by
the NKI 70-gene signature [18]. Of these large tumors,
67% presented in the interval between screens during the
first year. The majority of these cancers would not have
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Characteristic

Total

Screen-detected cancer

Interval cancer

N

%

N

%

10

100

57

100

P value

Statistical test

0.47

Fisher’s Exact

0.6

Fisher’s Exact

0.87

Fisher’s Exact

0.025

Fisher’s Exact

0.03

Fisher’s Exact

0.01

Fisher’s Exact

0.01

Fisher’s Exact

0.04

Fisher’s Exact

Age (years)
\40

0

0

0

0

40–49

4

40

19

33

[50

6

60

38

67

White

9

90

49

86

Nonwhite

1

10

8

14

Ethnicity

Stage at diagnosis, AJCC
I

0

0

1

2

II
III

6
4

60
40

28
25

49
44

Inflammatory

0

0

3

5

20

1

2

Clinical tumor size (cm)
\3

2

3–5

4

40

15

27

[5

4

40

40

71

1

1

10

4

7

2

8

80

24

44

3

1

10

27

49

Positive

9

100

29

56

Negative

0

0

23

44

7
2

78
22

25
27

48
52

Histological grade

Estrogen receptor

Progesterone receptor
Positive
Negative
Molecular subtype
Basal like

0

0

14

36

Luminal A

2

33

14

36

Luminal B

4

67

5

13

Her2 ?/ER-

0

0

5

13

Normal

0

0

1

3

been detected early with annual or biannual screening
mammography.
None of the tumors in this study was small or early
stage, since the eligibility for I-SPY 1 required that all
patients have at least 3 cm tumors or larger. Therefore,
tumor size for both ICs and SDCs was high. However,
Fig. 3 shows that many of the ICs tumors were substantially larger than SDCs, suggesting a higher growth luminal
A or B, whereas the ICs were distributed across the subtypes with one-third being basal. Understanding who will
be at risk for basal or triple negative cancers, while not yet
possible today, in the future may yield an opportunity to
tailor screening if such a population can be identified.
Screening for this group may need to be more frequent.
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Several studies have documented the more aggressive
behavior of ICs [8, 10–12, 20, 21]. The rapid growth rate
and higher grade of ICs have been attributed to a higher
proliferation rate (Ki-67), higher cell cycle dysregulation
(p53), and lower apoptotic index (bcl-2) [10, 11]. Similarly, the I-SPY 1 cancers were almost all biologically high
risk as determined by the fact that 91% of the I-SPY 1
tumors were poor risk by the NKI 70-gene signature, and
most cancers presented as ICs [18].
From the Malmo population-based screening program
with a 2-year screening interval for women 45 years and
older, the rate of ICs was 17%, with 8% presenting in less
than twelve months [5, 8]. In a screened population,
expected rates of ICs vary by age. The finding that younger
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Table 4 Expected versus actual rates of interval cancers in the I-SPY 1 TRIAL
Age

Expected IC rate
by age (Norrbotten
rate) (%)

I-SPY age
distribution (%)

I-SPY screened
cancers
(IC ? SDC)

40–49

43

34

23

10

19

50–59

29

53

35

10

32

60–69
70–74

18
16

13
0

9
0

2
0

6
0

11.8
0

22

57

67.3*

Total

Expected IC
in I-SPY 1a

67

Expected interval cancer rate (22/67)

Observed IC
in I-SPY 1

Chi-square

8.4
47

32%

Observed interval cancer rate (57/67)

85%

IC interval cancer, SDC screen-detected cancer
* P \ 0.001
Expected based on Norrbotten age group rates, e.g. 9.9 = 23 9 43%

Fig. 3 Tumor grade of ICs
versus SDCs. At clinical
presentation, ICs were more
likely to be higher grade: grade
1 (7%), grade 2 (44%), grade 3
(49%). SDCs were grade 1
(10%), grade 2 (80%), and
grade 3 (10%). IC interval
cancer, SDC screen-detected
cancer

Tumor Grade

90

IC
SDC

80
70
60

Percentage

a

50
40
30
20
10
0

1

IC = interval cancer
SDC = screen-detected cancer

women are most at risk for ICs has been consistent
throughout the literature, even when tumor growth rate and
disease prognosis have not [22, 23]. In a large, populationbased study in Norrbotten, Sweden, the frequency of
interval cancers based on age was calculated, demonstrating that ICs were far more frequent in the younger age
group (\50 years) [9]. However, in the I-SPY 1 cohort,
even after adjusting for age, the actual rate of ICs (85%) for
women presenting with a large, rapidly growing tumor far
exceeded the expected rate of 32%. This difference appears
to be due to differences in the biology of tumors that
present as palpable masses compared with screen-detected
tumors [8–11, 22, 24, 25].
Our study has several limitations. This was not a population-based study. This was a study specifically for
women with larger tumors. Additionally, the screening

2

3

Grade

history was not prospectively collected, although we were
careful to review all records, including hospital reports
(reviews of films), and clinical reports from all specialists
to ascertain whether or not there was a history of screening.
The I-SPY 1 TRIAL was conducted at nine institutions, all
of which keep very careful records. Furthermore, it is
routine for radiologists to date prior films for comparison
on all reports, which facilitated ascertainment of patients
for the screening group. Only patients with a clearly documented screening history were included in the screened
group. Even though a surprisingly high percentage of the
I-SPY 1 cohort was non-screened, there was no significant
difference from the screened and non-screened groups in
terms of patient and tumor characteristics. Therefore, we
believe the data are representative of the fraction of ICs in
women who present with locally advanced breast cancers.
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Given this important finding, we have incorporated
screening history into all data collection in future I-SPY
neoadjuvant trials [26, 27].
Implications from this study suggest that a new enlarging breast mass should be treated with a high degree of
suspicion, regardless of a recent normal mammogram, by
both the patient and her physician. Tumors presenting at a
later stage are more likely to be secondary to aggressive
biology than to physician or patient neglect. Many of these
tumors are ICs and may be markedly different from SDCs.
In the future, efforts should focus on how to identify
women at highest risk for ICs so that screening approaches
can be modified. An analogy would be BRCA 1 and 2
mutation carriers, who have a high risk for cancers at a
young age, and with a more aggressive phenotype. Such
women are screened annually with mammography and
MRI annually, staggered at 6-month intervals [28, 29].
This study underscores the importance of identifying
women at increased risk for ICs, and the need to develop
personalized screening prevention and treatment tools. It
has long been thought that tumors are present for years
prior to presenting as a clinical mass. While that may be
true for low-grade tumors, it may be unlikely for highgrade tumors. When women describe rapid appearance and
growth of a mass, rather than assuming neglect to bring it
to clinical attention, clinicians should be suspicious of the
presence of a high-grade ICs. Further research on the
mechanisms that trigger such cancers may inform our
treatment strategies and ultimately, our approaches to
prevention.
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